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ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM OF
MULTIFREQUENCY QUASIPERIODIC SCHRO¨DINGER
OPERATOR
XUANJI HOU, JING WANG, AND QI ZHOU
Abstract. In this paper, we prove that for any d-frequency analytic
quasiperiodic Schro¨dinger operator, if the frequency is weak Liouvillean,
and the potential is small enough, then the corresponding operator has
absolutely continuous spectrum. Moreover, in the case d = 2, we even
establish the existence of ac spectrum under small potential and some
super-Liouvillean frequency, and this result is optimal due to a recent
counterexample of Avila and Jitomirskaya [8].
1. Introduction and main results
This work is concerned with one-dimensional analytic Schro¨dinger oper-
ators Hv,α,φ defined on l
2(Z)
(Hv,α,φu)n = un−1 + un+1 + v(φ+ nα)un,(1.1)
where v ∈ Cω(Rd/Zd,R), φ ∈ Rd/Zd =: Td and α ∈ Rd is rational indepen-
dent, i.e., 〈k, α〉 /∈ Z for all non-zero k ∈ Zd. We recall that v, φ, and α are
the potential, the phase and the frequency respectively. Because of its strong
connection with physics, analytic quasiperiodic Schro¨dinger operators have
been fruitfully studied for a long time. We invite the reader to consult the
recent surveys [16, 25] and the references therein.
The spectrum set of Hv,α,φ is a compact set of R, independent of the
phase φ, since the base dynamics φ 7→ φ+α is minimal, and we will denote
it by Σ(v, α) for short. The spectral measure of Hv,α,φ can be decomposed
into atomic, singular continuous and absolutely continuous (ac) parts, while
ac part corresponds to the strongest transport properties. The ac spectrum
part of Hv,α,φ is also independent of the phase φ [29], and we use Σac(v, α) to
denote it. We are most interested in when Σac(v, α) 6= ∅. The well-known
Kotani’s theory [26, 30] tells us that Σac(v, α) has a close relationship with
the Lyapunov exponent
L(α,E − v) = lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
Rd/Zd
ln ‖S
(n)
E−v(φ)‖dφ ≥ 0,(1.2)
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where E ∈ R is the energy and
S
(n)
E−v(φ) =
(
E − v(φ+ (n− 1)α) −1
1 0
)
· · ·
(
E − v(φ) −1
1 0
)
.
Let Σ0(v, α) = {E ∈ R|L(α,E − v) = 0}. Then Σac(v, α) is the essential
closure1 of Σ0(v, α) [26, 30].
In order to study the spectral property of Hv,α,φ, it is very useful to intro-
duce the coupling constant λ in front of the potential v. By the symmetry,
we just assume λ > 0. If the coupling constant λ is sufficiently large, then
L(α,E − λv) > 0 for any E ∈ R[11, 14, 22, 23, 31]. Therefore by Kotani’s
Theory, there is no hope to find Σac(λv, α) of Hλv,α,θ for large coupling
constant.
If the coupling constant λ is sufficiently small, there is a tendency of
occurrence of ac spectrum, where the arithmetic properties of the frequency
come into play. We recall that α is Diopantine (denote it by α ∈ DC), if
there exist γ, τ > 0, such that for any k ∈ Zd\{0}
‖〈k, α〉‖R/Z = min
j∈Z
|〈k, α〉 − j| ≥
γ
|k|τ
.
Based on KAM method, Dinaburg-Sinai [17] proved that Σac(λv, α) 6= ∅
in the perturbative small regime λ < λ0. Here perturbative means that λ0
depends on α through the Diophantine constants γ, τ . Also under the same
assumption, Eliasson [19] showed that in fact we have Σ(λv, α) = Σac(λv, α).
Moreover, in the case of d = 1, one can even anticipate some nonper-
turbative results. Making use of the specificity of one frequency, some
new elaborate techniques are developed to prove some sharp results. As
α ∈ DC, based on non-perturbative Anderson localization result, Avila-
Jitomirskaya [7] proved that there exists λ1 which does not depend on α, such
that Σ(λv, α) = Σac(λv, α) as λ < λ1. Recently, Avila-Fayad-Krikorian [6]
and Hou-You [24] independently developed non-standard KAM techniques,
showed that Σac(λv, α) 6= ∅ for λ < λ1(v) and for any irrational α. Indeed,
Avila [3, 4] was able to show that Σ(λv, α) = Σac(λv, α).
If the coupling constant λ is neither too large nor too small, which is
the so-called global case, the problem is extremely complicated, since few
methods can be successfully applied in obtaining detailed informations of
the spectrum. Nevertheless, in the one frequency case, we would like to
highlight Avila’s fascinating global theory of analytic Schro¨dinger operators
[2] and his well-known spectral dichotomy conjecture(now proved by himself
in [3, 4]). He shows that for typical analytic one-frequency Schro¨dinger
operator, it doesn’t have singular continuous spectrum. This is an already
very deep result from the ac spectrum side, as was former pointed out by
Avila and Krikorian [9], Σ0(λv, α) may support non-ac spectrum. Avila’s
1Given a set A ⊆ R, the essential closure of A is defined as the set
{E ∈ R|∀ǫ > 0, A ∩ (E − ǫ, E + ǫ) is of positive Lebesgue measure}.
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global theory [3, 4] thus establishes the deep relations between the existence
of ac spectrum and the vanishing of the Lyapunov exponent in a band [2].
1.1. Multifrequency Schro¨dinger operator. However, not to mention
Avila’s global theory can’t be generalized to the multifrequency case [18],
one can even not anticipate non-perturbative results for the multifrequency
case (a counter example is given by Bourgain [10]). Comparing to the one
frequency case, as pointed by Eliasson [20]: “while almost everything is
known for one frequency case, almost everything is unknown for multifre-
quency case”.
In this paper, we establish two results which confirm the existence of
ac spectrum for multifrequency quasiperiodic Schro¨dinger operator beyond
the Diophantine frequency. Before introducing them, we need to give some
necessary definitions.
For α˜ ∈ R\Q, α′ ∈ Td−1, we say that the pair (α˜, α′) is weak Liouvillean,
if there exist γ, τ > 0, 0 < U˜ <∞, such that
U˜ = U˜(α˜) =: sup
n>0
ln ln q˜n+1
ln q˜n
,
‖kα˜+ 〈l, α′〉‖R/Z ≥
γ
(|k|+ |l|)τ
for k ∈ Z, l ∈ Zd−1\{0},
where p˜nq˜n is the continued fraction approximates to α˜. We will denote by
WL(γ, τ, U˜) the set of such pairs and by WL the union
WL =
⋃
γ,τ>0,0<U˜<∞
WL(γ, τ, U˜).
It is obvious that WL is of full Lebesgue measure. Here we remark that for
(α˜, α′) ∈ DC, the growth of {q˜n}n∈N is no more than polynomial, while for
(α˜, α′) ∈ WL, the growth of {q˜n}n∈N can be super-exponential. One of our
main results is the following:
Theorem 1.1. Assume that α = (α˜, α′) ∈WL, v ∈ Cω(Td,R). Then there
exists λ2 = λ2(α, v) > 0 such that if λ < λ2, then Σac(λv, α) is of positive
Lebesgue measure.
For any rational independent α ∈ Td, in order to measure how Liouvillean
α is, one very useful definition is the following:
(1.3) β(α) := lim sup
k∈Zd
1
|k|
ln
1
‖〈k, α〉‖R/Z
.
One can show that WL ∩ {α ∈ Td
∣∣β(α) = +∞} = ∅, and for any β∗ ∈
[0,+∞) we haveWL∩{α ∈ Td
∣∣β(α) = β∗} 6= ∅. Then as a direct corollary
of Theorem 1.1, we have the following:
Corollary 1.1. For any 0 ≤ β∗ < ∞, there exists α ∈ T
d with β(α) = β∗,
and for any v ∈ Cω(Td,R), there exists λ3 = λ3(α, v) > 0, such that if
λ < λ3, then Σac(λv, α) is of positive Lebesgue measure.
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1.2. Two-dimensional frequency Schro¨dinger operator. By Corollary
1.1, we establish the existence of ac spectrum for non-super-Liouvillean fre-
quency, i.e., β(α) <∞, yet if the frequency is two dimensional, we are able
to show more:
Theorem 1.2. There exists α ∈ T2 satisfying β(α) = ∞, and for any
v ∈ Cω(T2,R), there exists λ4 = λ4(α, v) > 0, such that if λ < λ4, then
Σac(λv, α) is of positive Lebesgue measure.
If the frequency is two dimensional, we can only prove the existence of ac
spectrum for some super-Liouvillean frequency (i.e. β(α) = ∞). One thus
wonder whether one can prove this for all super-Liouvillean frequency, as
in the one-frequency case [3, 4]. However, this is impossible due to recent
remarkable counterexample of Avila-Jitomirskaya [8], who proved that there
exists α ∈ T2 satisfying β(α) = ∞, such that for typical analytic potential
v ∈ Cω(T2,R), Σac(v, α) is empty. One may understand this result partially
in the following way: in establishing the existence of ac spectrum for any
irrational frequency, one key ingredient is the Denjoy-Koksma lemma [6];
however, this estimate fails in the multifrequency case, as pointed out by
Yoccoz [32].
We also want to point out that, our result (Theorem 1.2) and Avila-
Jitomirskaya’s [8] are both constructive. In section 3, we will show a more
precise version of this result, and construct the frequency very explicitly.
Readers are invited to consult Remark 3.1 for more discussions, and we will
show that the existence of ac spectrum depends on quite dedicate arithmetic
properties of the frequency.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, some frequently used facts and notations are introduced.
2.1. Notations on functions. An integrable real or complex valued func-
tion f on Td has the Fourier expansion f =
∑
k∈Zd fˆ(k)e
2πi〈k,φ〉 with fˆ(k) =∫
Td f(φ)e
−2πi〈k,φ〉dφ. For any N > 0, TN and RN are used to denote the
truncation operators:
(2.1) TN (f) =
∑
|k|<N
fˆ(k)e2πi〈k,φ〉, RN (f) =
∑
|k|≥N
fˆ(k)e2πi〈k,φ〉.
Let r > 0, and we denote by Cωr (T
d,R) (Cωr (T
d,C)) the set of all real
(complex) valued functions admitting an analytic extension on
(2.2) Tdr := {φ ∈ T
d
∣∣ |ℑφ1| ≤ r, · · · , |ℑφd| ≤ r}.
For any f ∈ Cωr (T
d,R) (f ∈ Cωr (T
d,C)), there is
(2.3) ‖f‖r := sup
φ∈Td
r
|f(φ)| <∞,
and it is well-known that |fˆ(k)| ≤ ‖f‖re
−2π|k|r for all k ∈ Zd.
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In this article, we also frequently consider real (complex) valued functions
admitting an analytic extension on
(2.4) Tdr,s := {φ ∈ T
d
∣∣ |ℑφ1| ≤ r, |ℑφ2| ≤ s, · · · , |ℑφd| ≤ s},
where r, s > 0, and use Cωr,s(T
d,R) (Cωr,s(T
d,C)) to denote the set of all such
functions. Any f in Cωr,s(T
d,R) (Cωr,s(T
d,C)) satisfies
(2.5) ‖f‖r,s := sup
φ∈Tdr,s
|f(φ)| <∞,
and |fˆ(k, l)| ≤ ‖f‖r,se
−2π(|k|r+|l|s) for all (k, l) ∈ Z× Zd−1.
Let M2 denote the set of all 2 by 2 complex matrices and ‖ · ‖ denote the
matrix norm. An integrable M2 valued function F on T
d has the Fourier
expansion F =
∑
k∈Zd Fˆ (k)e
2πi〈k,φ〉 with Fˆ (k) =
∫
Td F (φ)e
−2πi〈k,φ〉dφ. For
any N > 0, we define truncation operators TN and RN in similar way. Let
Cωr (T
d, M2) denotes the set of all M2-valued functions on T
d admitting an
analytic extension on Tdr . For any F ∈ C
ω
r (T
d, M2) we define
(2.6) ‖F‖r := sup
φ∈Tdr
‖F (φ)‖,
and there are estimates ‖Fˆ (k)‖ ≤ ‖F‖re
−2π|k|r (k ∈ Zd). We also use
Cωr (T
d, ∗) to denote the set of ∗-valued functions in Cωr (T
d, M2), where
∗ can be sl(2,R), SL(2,R), PSL(2,R)2 etc.. Similarly, for r, s > 0, one can
also define Cωr,s(T
d, ∗) with corresponding norm ‖ · ‖r,s on it.
2.2. Continued fraction expansion and CD bridge. Let α ∈ R1 be
irrational. Define a0 = [α], α0 = α− a0, and inductively for j ≥ 1,
aj = [α
−1
j−1], αj = {α
−1
j−1} = α
−1
j−1 − aj .
We define p0 = 0, p1 = 1, q0 = 1, q1 = a1 and inductively,
pj = ajpj−1 + pj−2, qj = ajqj−1 + qj−2.
Then the sequence (qn) satisfies
∀1 ≤ q < qn, ‖qα‖R/Z ≥ ‖qn−1α‖R/Z,
1
qn + qn+1
≤ ‖qnα‖R/Z ≤
1
qn+1
.
Let us now introduce the CD bridge.
Definition 2.1 ([6]). Let A,B, C ∈ R with 0 < A ≤ B ≤ C. We say that
the pair of denominators (ql, qn) forms a CD(A,B, C) bridge if
• qj+1 ≤ q
A
j , ∀j = l, . . . , n − 1
• qCl ≥ qn ≥ q
B
l .
In the following, for simplicity, we will fix a subsequence (qnj ) of (qn),
denoted by (Qj), and the subsequence (qnj+1), denoted by (Qj).
2PSL(2,R) denotes the quotient group SL(2,R)/{±I}.
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Lemma 2.1 ([6]). For any A > 0, there exists a subsequence (Qj) such that
Q0 = 1 and for each j ≥ 0, Qj+1 ≤ Q
A4
j . Furthermore, either Qj ≥ Q
A
j , or
the pairs (Qj−1, Qj) and (Qj , Qj+1) are both CD(A,A,A
3) bridges.
Corollary 2.1 ([28]). Let α ∈ R\Q. If U˜(α) < ∞, then for the subse-
quence (Qj) selected in Lemma 2.1 we have Qj ≥ Q
A
j−1 for every j ≥ 1.
Furthermore, we have
sup
j>0
ln lnQj+1
lnQj
≤ U(α),
where U(α) := U˜(α) + 4 lnAln 2 <∞.
2.3. Cocycles, Fibered rotation number. Let α ∈ Td be rational inde-
pendent and G = SL(2,R), SO(2,R), etc.. A quasi-periodic G cocycle is a
pair (α,A) ∈ Td × Cr(Td, G) (r = 0, 1, · · · ,∞, ω), which represents
(α, A) : Td × R2 → Td × R2, (φ, x) 7→ (φ+ α, A(φ)x).
We consider the iterations of (α,A) which can be written as
(α,A)◦n = (α,A) ◦ · · · ◦ (α,A)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
= (nα,A(n))
where
A(n)(·) =

A(·+ (n− 1)α) · · ·A(·), as n > 0,
I, as n = 0,
A(·+ nα)−1 · · ·A(· − α)−1, as n < 0.
We say that two cocycles (α,A), (α, A˜) are Cr conjugate, if there exists
B ∈ Cr(Td, PSL(2,R)), such that
A˜(·) = B(·+ α)A(·)B−1(·).
Furthermore, if A˜ ∈ Cr(Td, SO(2,R)) we say that (α,A) is Cr rotations
reducible. It is obvious that rotations reducible cocycles are always bounded.
For any C0 quasi-periodic SL(2,R) cocycle (α,A) with A being homotopic
to identity, it induces a projective cocycle on Td × S1
f(α,A) : T
d × S1 → Td × S1, (φ,−→e (x)) 7→ (φ+ α,
A(φ)−→e (x)
‖A(φ)−→e (x)‖
),
with −→e (x) = (cos 2πx, sin 2πx)T , which is also homotopic to identity. Then
f(α,A) has a lift F(α,A) : T
d×R 	 of the form (φ, x) 7→ (φ+α, f˜A(φ, x)) with
f˜A(φ, x) = x+dA(φ, x), where dA is Z−periodic in both variables, such that
−→e
(
f˜A(φ, x)
)
= A(φ)
−→e (x)
‖A(φ)−→e (x)‖
. As α has rationally independent coordinates,
then the limit
ρ˜(α,A) := lim
n→∞
f˜A(F
n−1
(α,A)(φ, x)) − x
n
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exists for all (φ, x) ∈ Td × R and it is independent of (φ, x)[23]. We call
ρ(α,A) := ρ˜(α,A) (mod 1) the fibered rotation number of (α,A).
One can establish fibered rotation numbers for Schro¨dinger cocyles (α, SE−v),
since SE−v is obviously homotopic to identity, where E ∈ R and SE−v(·) =(
E − v(·) −1
1 0
)
. As for (α, SE−v), we always have ρ(α, SE−v) ∈ [0,
1
2 ].
Let µα,v,φ be the spectral measure of Hv,α,φ, and the integrated density of
states Nα,v : R→ [0, 1] is defined as
Nα,v(E) =
∫
Td
µα,v,φ(−∞, E]dφ.
There is a close relation between ρ(α, SE−v) and Nα,v(E) [7]:
Nα,v(E) = 1− 2ρ(α, SE−v).
For any g ∈ C0(Td,R), denote Rg :=
(
cos 2πg − sin 2πg
sin 2πg cos 2πg
)
= e−2πgJ ,
where J =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
. Then we have the following facts about fibered
rotation number (one can refer to [1] for more details).
Lemma 2.2. Let α ∈ Td be rational independent and A ∈ C0(Td, SL(2,R))
be homotopic to identity. We have:
(1) For rotation R̺ with ̺ ∈ R, there is
|ρ(α,A) − ̺| ≤ ‖A−R̺‖0.
(2) For general C ∈ SL(2,R), there exists c = c(C) ≥ 1, such that
|ρ(α,A) − ρ(α,C)| ≤ c‖A− C‖
1/2
0 .
Usually the fibered rotation number varies after a conjugation via some
B ∈ C0(Td, PSL(2,R)), but the change depends only on the topological
degree of B. We say that the topological degree of B is d ∈ Zd, as long as
B is homotopic to (
cos π〈d, θ〉 − sinπ〈d, θ〉
sinπ〈d, θ〉 cos π〈d, θ〉
)
,
and we use deg(B) to denote it.
Lemma 2.3 ([27]). Let A ∈ C0(Td, SL(2,R)) and it is homotopic to iden-
tity, B ∈ C0(Td, PSL(2,R)). If A˜ ∈ C0(Td, SL(2,R)) and (α,A) is conju-
gate to (α, A˜) via B, then A˜ is also homotopic to identity and
ρ(α, A˜) = ρ(α,A) +
1
2
〈deg(B), α〉 (mod Z).
In particular, ρ(α, A˜) = ρ(α,A) if B is homotopic to identity.
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3. Proof of main results
The proof relies on the following well-known criterion of ac spectrum,
which comes from the subordinacy theory.
Proposition 3.1 ([21]). Let O˜ be the set of E ∈ R such that the cocycle
(α, SE−v) is bounded. If O˜ has positive Lebesgue measure, then Hv,α,φ has
absolutely continuous spectrum for any φ.
To obtain energies E, such that the corresponding cocycle (α, SE−v) is
bounded, our proof is purely dynamical. Recall that rotations reducible
cocycles are always bounded. Then the key dynamical results are the fol-
lowing:
Theorem 3.1. Let ̺0 ∈ R, r > 0, F ∈ C
ω
r (T
d, sl(2,R)). Suppose that
α ∈WL, and the fibered rotation number ρ(α,R̺0e
F ) =: ̺ ∈ Dα(γ
′, τ ′), i.e.
there exist γ′ > 0, τ ′ > 0 such that
(3.1) ‖2̺+ 〈k, α〉‖R/Z ≥
γ′
(1 + |k|)τ ′
, ∀k ∈ Zd.
Then there exists ε∗ = ε∗(α, γ
′, τ ′, r) > 0, such that if ‖F‖r < ε∗, then
(α,R̺0e
F ) is C∞ rotations reducible.
This result is for the multifrequency case, and if the frequency is two
dimensional, then we first need to construct the super-Liouvillean frequency.
The construction of the frequencies is as follows: for any two real numbers
α˜, α′ ∈ (0, 1), suppose that {q˜n}n∈N, {q
′
n}n∈N are the convergences of α˜ and
α′ respectively.
Lemma 3.1. For any χ ≥ 5, denote Ω(χ) ⊆ T2 the set of rational indepen-
dent α = (α˜, α′) ∈ T2 satisfying the following properties:
(a) q˜n > e
q′n−1 ;
(b) q˜5n < q
′
n < 4q˜
χ
n ;
(c) q˜n ∧ q
′
n−1 = 1;
(d) q′n ∧ q˜n = 1.
Then Ω(χ) 6= ∅ and Ω(χ) ⊆ {α ∈ T2
∣∣ β(α) =∞}.
Proof. Let us first prove that Ω(χ) 6= ∅. We construct the sequences
{a˜n}n≥1, {a
′
n}n≥1 of α˜, α
′ respectively by induction. For n = 1, we let a˜1 = 2
and a′1 = 37. Then q
′
1 and q˜1 satisfy (a)-(d) for n = 1. For n ≥ 2, suppose
that we have already chosen a˜j , a
′
j , j ≤ n − 1, such that (a)-(d) hold until
the n − 1th step. Since q˜n−1 and q
′
n−1 are coprime, there exist s˜n, t˜n ∈ Z
with |s˜n| < q˜n−1q˜n−2, |t˜n| < q
′
n−1q˜n−2, such that
t˜nq˜n−1 + q˜n−2 = s˜nq
′
n−1.
Moreover, there exists k˜n ∈ Z+, such that k˜n ∧ q
′
n−1 = 1, and
k˜nq˜n−1 ≥ 2e
q′n−1 .
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Let a˜n = t˜n + k˜n ∈ Z+. Then we have
q˜n = a˜nq˜n−1 + q˜n−2 = k˜nq˜n−1 + t˜nq˜n−1 + q˜n−2.
Thus, we obtain that q˜n ∧ q
′
n−1 = 1, and
q˜n ≥ 2e
q′n−1 − q′n−1q˜n−1q˜n−2 > e
q′n−1 ,
since q′n−1 ≥ q
′
1 = 37. As for the construction of a
′
n, we follow the same
idea: let a′n = t
′
n + k
′
n, where t
′
nq
′
n−1 + q
′
n−2 divides q˜n, k
′
n ∧ q˜n = 1, and
2q˜5n ≤ k
′
nq
′
n−1 ≤ 3q˜
χ
n . Then we get (b) and (d) at the nth step. We thus
complete the proof of Ω(χ) 6= ∅.
Moreover, for any α ∈ Ω(χ), by properties (a) and (b), we get for any
n ≥ 1 that q˜n > e
q˜5n−1 . Therefore, we have Ω(χ) ⊆ {α ∈ T2
∣∣ β(α) =∞}.

Remark 3.1. In Avila-Jitomirskaya’s result [8], they choose the alternating
super-Liouvillean frequency, i.e.
(a′) q˜n > e
q′n−1 ;
(b′) q′n > e
q˜n.
Therefore, compared to our frequency, the main difference is (b), while we
can also choose q˜n arbitrarily larger than q
′
n−1, we must assume q
′
n grows
polynomially with respect to q˜n.
Once we choose the frequency, then we have the following rotations re-
ducibility result.
Theorem 3.2. Let r, γ′, τ ′ > 0, χ ≥ 5, F ∈ Cωr (T
d, sl(2,R)). Suppose
that α ∈ Ω(χ) and ρ(α,R̺0e
F ) ∈ Dα(γ
′, τ ′). Then there exists ε∗ =
ε∗(α, γ
′, τ ′, r) > 0, such that if ‖F‖r < ε∗, then (α,R̺0e
F ) is C∞ rotations
reducible.
The proof of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 will be left to section 4 and
section 5. Now let’s finish the proof of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 based
on the above results. Here we only give the proof of Theorem 1.2, and the
proof of Theorem 1.1 is the same. In order to apply Proposition 3.1 to prove
Theorem 1.2, we have to obtain positive Lebesgue measure of the energies E
such that the corresponding cocycles are bounded, while Theorem 3.2 only
gives us positive Lebesgue measure of the fibered rotation numbers (not the
energies) such that the corresponding cocycle is bounded. Hence, we need
the following elementary result, and this kind of idea first appeared in [5].
Lemma 3.2 ([13, Lemma 3.9]). Let I, J be two intervals of R and f : I → J
be a continuous map. Assume that there exists a set Υ ⊆ J , of positive
Lebesgue measure, such that ∀x ∈ f−1(Υ) there is a constant cx > 0 such
that |f(x)−f(x′)| ≤ cx|x−x
′| for all x′ close to x. Then f−1(Υ) has positive
Lebesgue measure.
Once we have this, we can now finish the whole proof.
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Lemma 3.1, we can select α ∈ Ω(χ) ⊆
{α ∈ T2
∣∣ β(α) = ∞}. Fix some absolutely small 0 < σ << 1. Note
SE−λv =
(
E −1
1 0
)
exp{λv(φ)
(
0 0
1 0
)
}. One can find E1 < E2, such
that
(3.2) [2σ,
1
2
− 2σ] ⊆ ρ0([E1, E2]) ⊆ [σ,
1
2
− σ],
where we denote ρ0(E) = ρ(α,
(
E −1
1 0
)
). Then, ∀E ∈ [E1, E2], ∃PE ∈
SL(2,R), such that PE
(
E −1
1 0
)
P−1E = Rρ0(E). Moreover, PE are uni-
formly bounded on [E1, E2].
Denote ρλv(E) = ρ(α, SE−λv) for short. By (3.2) and Lemma 2.2, there
exists ǫ′ > 0, when ‖λv‖r < ǫ
′, we have |ρλv(E)− ρ0(E)| < σ, which implies
that ρλv([E1, E2]) ⊇ [3σ,
1
2 − 3σ] and then ρλv([E1, E2]) ∩ Dα(γ
′, τ ′) is of
positive measure. Then PE conjugates (α, SE−λv) to (α, Rρ0(E)e
FE ), where
FE(·) := λv(·)PE
(
0 0
1 0
)
P−1E . Let ε∗ > 0 be the one given in Theorem
3.2. There exists ǫ′′ ∈ (0, ǫ′], such that when ‖λv‖r < ǫ
′′ and ρλv(E) ∈
Dα(γ
′, τ ′), we have ‖FE‖r < ε∗ and ρ(α,Rρ0(E)e
FE) ∈ Dα(γ
′, τ ′). Therefore,
by Theorem 3.2, (α, Rρ0(E)e
FE ) is rotations reducible and so is (α, SE−λv).
Let Π(γ′, τ ′) := {E ∈ [E1, E2]
∣∣ ρλv(E) ∈ Dα(γ′, τ ′)}. When ‖λv‖r < ǫ′′
and E ∈ Π(γ′, τ ′), then (α, SE−λv) is rotations reducible. In order to apply
Lemma 3.2, we need the following lemmas:
Lemma 3.3. Let α ∈ Td be rational independent and A ∈ C0(Td, SL(2,R))
be homotopic to identity. For any SO(2,R)-valued Rg with g ∈ C
0(Td,R),
there exists an absolute constant c∗ ≥ 1, such that if ‖A−Rg‖0 <
1
4 , then
|ρ(α,A) − ρ(α,Rg)| ≤ c∗‖A−Rg‖0.
Proof. Denote A˜ := R−gA, and then A = RgA˜. Then (α,A) = (α,Rg) ◦
(0, A˜), and thus
F(α,A)(φ, x) = F(α,Rg) ◦ F(0,A˜)(φ, x) = (φ+ α, x + g(φ) + dA˜(φ, x)),
where F(α,A) is a lift of f(α,A) as in section 2.3. Since F(α,Rg)(φ, x) = (φ +
α, x+ g(φ)), then by the definition of fibered rotation number, we get that
|ρ(α,A) − ρ(α,Rg)| ≤ ‖dA˜‖0.
By a direct computation, there exists c∗ ≥ 1 such that for ‖A − Rg‖0 <
1
4
we have
‖dA˜‖0 ≤ c∗‖A˜− I‖0 ≤ c∗‖R−g‖0‖A−Rg‖0 ≤ c∗‖A−Rg‖0.
Consequently, we have
|ρ(α,A) − ρ(α,Rg)| ≤ c∗‖A−Rg‖0.
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
Lemma 3.4. If (α, SE−v) is rotations reducible, there exists a constant cE >
0, such that |ρv(E)− ρv(E
′)| ≤ cE |E − E
′| for all E′ close to E.
Proof. We assume that (α, SE−v) is conjugate via B to (α,Rg). Since
(α, SE−v) is homotopic to the identity, the same is true for (α,Rg) by
Lemma 2.3. Thus, we have g ∈ C0(T2,R). Moreover, by Lemma 2.3,
we obtain that ρv(E) = ρ(α,Rg) −
1
2〈deg(B), α〉(mod Z) and ρv(E
′) =
ρ(α,B(· + α)SE′−v(·)B
−1(·)) − 12〈deg(B), α〉(mod Z). Let F (·) = B(· +
α)
(
1 0
0 0
)
B−1(·). Then obviously, we have ‖F‖0 ≤ ‖B‖
2
0. For E
′ =
E +∆E, there is
B(·+ α)SE′−v(·)B
−1(·) = Rg(·) + ∆E · F (·).
Then for E′ close to E, we have ‖∆EF‖0 <
1
4 , and by Lemma 3.3, we get
|ρ(α,Rg)− ρ(α,Rg +∆E · F )| ≤ c∗|∆E|‖F‖0 < cE |∆E|,
which implies the desired conclusion. 
Consequently, by Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.2, Π(γ′, τ ′) is of positive mea-
sure. By Proposition 3.1, we thus finish the whole proof. 
4. Proof of Theorem 3.1
In this section, we use KAM iteration to prove Theorem 3.1. The philos-
ophy of KAM iteration is to find a sequence of coordinate transformations
through which the perturbations gradually become smaller and smaller. In
the end, the transformations converge and the limit conjugates the original
system to some simpler one.
However, our proof relies on a modified KAM scheme. In conjugating a
cocycle (α,R̺e
F ) to some simpler one, a crucial ingredient is to solve the
linearized homological equations in the form
h1(·+ α)− h1 + f1 = f
(u)
1 , e
4πi̺h2(·+ α)− h2 + f2 = 0,
where h1, h2 are unknown, f1, f2 comes from F , and f
(u)
1 is the unsolvable
part. When α is Diophantine, f
(u)
1 is a constant and (α,R̺e
F ) is conjugated
to (α,R̺+e
F+) (̺+ ∈ R) with F+ being much smaller. We then solve new
linearized homological equations in similar form [19]. But, for α ∈WL, f
(u)
1
will depend on ϕ := φ1 ∈ T
1, where φ = (φ1, · · · , φd) ∈ T
d. As a result, we
arrive at (α,R
̺+ g(ϕ)
2pi
eF+(φ)) with F+ being much smaller while g is as large as
F . Thus, in our KAM iteration, we should consider linearized homological
equation in the form
e2i(2π̺+g(ϕ))h(·+ α)− h+ f = 0,
with unknown h. It is the essential difference from the classical one [19] and
we deduce it using techniques in [28].
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In the sequel, for φ = (φ1, · · · , φd) ∈ T
d, we denote ϕ := φ1 ∈ T
1, θ :=
(φ2, · · · , φd) ∈ T
d−1 for simplicity.
4.1. Linearized Homological Equation. To prove Theorem 3.1, one needs
to consider the linearized homological equation of the form
(4.1) e2i(2π̺+g(ϕ))h(φ+ α)− h(φ) = −f(φ)
with f ∈ Cωr,s(T
1 × Td−1,C) and g ∈ Cωr (T
1,R) for some r, s > 0. Such an
equation can be furthermore written in the form
(4.2) (e4πi̺ + g˜(ϕ))h(φ + α)− h(φ) = −f(φ)
where g˜ ∈ Cωr (T
1,R) defined as
g˜(ϕ) = e4πi̺(e2ig(ϕ) − 1).(4.3)
Solving such kind of linearized homological equations will play an impor-
tant role in the KAM-type proof of Theorem 3.1. We solve (4.2) by an
approximate equation, which is the content of the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Let γ′ > 0, τ ′ > 0, r > σ > 0, s > δ > 0, σ ≤ δ ≤ 14 ,
0 < η˜ ≤ η ≪ 1, and g ∈ Cωr (T
1,R), f ∈ Cωr,s(T
1 × Td−1,C). If ‖g‖r ≤ η,
‖f‖r,s ≤ η˜,
(4.4) K =
[
1
2πσ
ln
1
η˜
]
+ 1 <
(
γ′σ
32πη
) 1
τ ′
,
and ̺ ∈ Dα(γ
′, τ ′), then (4.1) has an approximate solution h ∈ Cωr−σ,s−δ(T
1×
Td−1,C) with
‖h‖r−σ,s−δ ≤
C0(d)K
τ ′
γ′σd
· η˜,
and the error term P˜ = RK(g˜(ϕ)h(φ + α) + f(φ)) with g˜ satisfying (4.3)
and
‖P˜‖r−2σ,s−2δ ≤ C1(d)K
d
(
1 +
Kτ
′
γ′σd
η
)
· η˜2,
where C0, C1 are constants only depending on d.
The proof of Proposition 4.1 is somehow technical and we put it in the
Appendix.
4.2. KAM Step. In this section, we will give the inductive lemma and
details about one step of the iteration.
Before stating the inductive lemma, we first give some notations. Let
α := (α˜, α′). For any r, s, η, η˜, γ′, τ ′ > 0, we define
Fr,s(η, η˜, γ
′, τ ′) :={
(α, R
̺+ g(ϕ)
2pi
eF (ϕ,θ)) ∈ Cωr,s(T
1 × Td−1, SL(2,R)) :
ρ(α,R̺+ g
2pi
eF ) ∈ Dα(γ
′, τ ′) and ‖g‖r ≤ η, ‖F‖r,s ≤ η˜
}
.
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Without loss of generality, we assume that there is some γ, τ > 0 and
U˜ ∈ [0,+∞), such that α = (α˜, α′) ∈WL(γ, τ, U˜ ). Suppose that (Qj) is the
selected sequence of α˜ by Lemma 2.1 with A = 4 and U = U˜(α˜) + 8. For
γ, γ′ > 0, τ, τ ′ > 0, let
τ∗ = max{τ, τ
′}, γ∗ = min{γ, γ
′}.
Let r0 > 0, s0 > 0, and Q∗ ∈ N be the smallest integer such that for any
Q > Q∗ we have
lnQ <
Q1/8r0
40cτ∗U
,
where c is a global constant with c > 100. Now suppose ε0 is small enough
such that
(4.5)
ε0 < min{
(r0s0γ∗C
−1
∗ )
60(τ∗+d)
(τ∗ + d)!Q
12cτ∗U
1
, e−2cτ∗U , e−40(lnQ∗)
2cτ∗U}, ln
1
ε0
< (
1
ε0
)
1
12τ∗ .
For any given r0, s0, ε0 satisfying (4.5), let ∆0 = s0/4, and we inductively
define some sequences depending on r0, s0,∆0, ε0 for j ≥ 1:
(4.6)
rj =
r0
2Q3j
r¯j =
r0
Q3j
,
∆j = ∆0/2
j , sj = sj−1 −∆j ,
εj =
εj−1
Q2
j+1cτ∗U
j+1
, ε˜j =
∑j−1
m=0 εm.
Proposition 4.2 (Iterative Lemma). For any ε0, r0, s0, γ, γ
′, τ, τ ′ > 0 sat-
isfying (4.5), and α = (α˜, α′) ∈WL(γ, τ, U˜ ) with U˜ = U˜(α˜) <∞, we define
εn, ε˜n, rn, sn as in (4.6). Then the following holds for n ≥ 2: If the cocycle
(4.7) (α, R
̺+
gn−1(ϕ)
2pi
eFn−1(ϕ,θ)) ∈ Frn−1,sn−1(4ε˜n−1, εn−1, γ
′, τ ′),
then it is conjugate to the cocycle
(4.8) (α, R
̺+ gn(ϕ)
2pi
eFn(ϕ,θ)) ∈ Frn,sn(4ε˜n, εn, γ
′, τ ′),
by an analytic conjugation Φn ∈ C
ω
rn,sn(T
1 × Td−1, SL(2,R)) satisfying
‖Φn − I‖rn,sn ≤ 2ε
3/4
n−1.
We will divide the proof of Proposition 4.2 into different lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. For n ≥ 2, any cocycle
(4.9) (α, R
̺+
g(ϕ)
2pi
eF (ϕ,θ)) ∈ Frn−1,sn−1(4ε˜n−1, εn−1, γ
′, τ ′)
can be conjugate to another cocycle
(4.10) (α, R
ρf+
g˜(ϕ)
2pi
eF˜ (ϕ,θ)) ∈ Fr¯n,sn−1(ε
3/4
n−1, 2εn−1, γ
′, τ ′),
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where ρf = ρ(α,R̺+ g
2pi
eF ) via some conjugation R vn(ϕ)
2pi
= e−vn(ϕ)J , with vn
satisfying
‖vn‖r¯n < Q
7
4
nε
1/2
0 .
Moreover, the fibered rotation number remains unchanged.
Proof. Let vn be the solution of
vn(ϕ+ α˜)− vn(ϕ) = −TQng(ϕ) + gˆ(0).
Then we have
‖vn‖ rn−1
2
≤ 2Qn
∑
0<|k|<Qn
‖g‖rn−1e
−2π|k|rn−1/2 ≤
64Qnε0
rn−1
≤ Q
7
4
nε
1/2
0 ,
and the given cocycle is conjugate to (α, R
˜̺+
RQn
g(ϕ)
2pi
eF˜ (ϕ,θ)), where
˜̺ = ̺+
gˆ(0)
2π
, F˜ (ϕ, θ) = e−vn(ϕ)JF (ϕ, θ)evn(ϕ)J .
Here we need a small trick used in [28, 33], saying |ℑvn(ϕ)| can be well
controlled by sacrificing the analytic radius. We give a short review of the
proof for completeness.
Lemma 4.2. Let r > 0, ω˜ ∈ Rm(m ∈ N), and v(ϕ) is the solution of
v(ϕ + ω˜) − v(ϕ) = TKg(ϕ) − gˆ(0), where g ∈ C
ω
r (T
m,R) and K ∈ N. If
‖〈k, ω˜〉‖R/Z ≥ ι
−1 > 0 for all 0 < |k| < K (k ∈ Zm), then for any r¯ < r, we
have
‖ℑv‖r¯ ≤
Cr¯ι‖g‖r
(r − r¯)m+1
,
where C is a global constant depending on m.
Proof. Let ϕ = ϕ1 + iϕ2, with ϕ1 ∈ T
m, ϕ2 ∈ R
m. Denote
v1(ϕ) = v(ϕ1), and v2(ϕ) = v(ϕ)− v1(ϕ).
Owing to the fact that g(ϕ) is real-analytic in ϕ, we get v1(ϕ) ∈ R. There-
fore,
‖ℑv‖r¯ = ‖ℑv2‖r¯
≤ sup
|ϕ2|<r¯
∑
0<|k|<K
ι|gˆ(k)| · |e−2π〈k,ϕ2〉 − 1|
≤ ι
∑
0<|k|<K
‖g‖re
−2π|k|(r−r¯) · 2π|k|r¯ ≤
Cr¯ι‖g‖r
(r − r¯)m+1
.

By Lemma 4.2, we get (as ε0 is sufficiently small)
(4.11) ‖ℑvn‖r¯n ≤
Cr−10 ε˜n−1
Q
1/2
n
≪ 1.
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Thus, we have
‖F˜‖r¯n,sn−1 < 2εn−1.
Moreover, standard computation shows that for ε0 small enough we have
‖RQng‖rn−1/2 ≤ CQne
−2πQnrn−1/2‖g‖rn−1 ≤ ε
4/5
n−1,
by (4.5) and the selection ofQ∗. Since e
vn(ϕ)J is homotopic to the identity, by
Lemma 2.2 and 2.3, the fibered rotation number of the new system remains
ρf , and |ρf − ˜̺| ≤ 2(‖RQng‖0 + ‖F˜‖0) ≤ 4ε
4/5
n−1. Let g˜(ϕ) = RQng(ϕ) +
2π(˜̺− ρf ). Then
‖g˜‖r¯n ≤ ‖RQng‖rn−1/2 + 2π|ρf − ˜̺| < ε
3/4
n−1.
We finish the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
Remark 4.1. In the proof of Lemma 4.1, although the norm of the trans-
formation evnJ is not large, it may not be close to the identity.
Once we get the cocycle (4.10), we will use Proposition 4.1 to make the
perturbation small enough.
Lemma 4.3. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.1, for n ≥ 1, there exists
a conjugation map Ψn ∈ C
ω
rn,sn(T
1 × Td−1, SL(2,R)) with
(4.12) ‖Ψn − I‖rn,sn ≤ ε
3/4
n−1,
such that Ψn conjugates (4.10) to
(4.13) (α, R
ρf+
g˜+(ϕ)
2pi
eF˜+(ϕ,θ)) ∈ Frn,sn(2ε
3/4
n−1, εn/2, γ
′, τ ′),
satisfying
‖g˜+ − g˜‖rn ≤ 4εn−1.
Proof. For simplicity, we denote temporarily r˜0 :=
{
r0, n = 1
r¯n =
r0
Q3n
, n ≥ 2 ,
s˜0 := sn−1, ∆˜ := ∆n, η := 2ε
3/4
n−1, η˜0 := 2εn−1, g˜0(ϕ) := g˜(ϕ), F˜0(ϕ, θ) :=
F˜ (ϕ, θ), and define sequences inductively for ν ≥ 1: 3
σ1 =
r˜0
8 , σν =
1
2ν−1
σ1,
δ1 =
∆˜
4 , δν =
1
2ν−1
δ1,
r˜ν = r˜ν−1 − 2σν , s˜ν = s˜ν−1 − 2δν ,
η˜ν = η˜
( 3
2
)ν
0 , Kν = [
1
2πσν
ln 1η˜ν−1 ] + 1.
Let N = [2nc1τ∗U lnQn]+1, where c1 =
c
24τ∗ ln 3
. For convenience, we denote
A˜j = R
ρf+
g˜j
2pi
.
3Note that 1
Q3
n
goes to 0 much faster than ∆n, we can assume r˜0 < 2∆˜ in general, and
thus σν < δν .
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Assume that for j = 1, 2, · · · , ν − 1 < N (ν ≥ 1), there exist Yj , F˜j ∈
Cωr˜j ,s˜j(T
1 × Td−1, sl(2,R)), with ‖Yj‖r˜j ,s˜j ≤ η˜
4/5
j−1, ‖F˜j‖r˜j ,s˜j ≤ η˜j, so that
eYj conjugates the cocycle (α, A˜j−1e
F˜j−1(ϕ,θ)) to the cocycle (α, A˜je
F˜j(ϕ,θ)),
where F˜j =
(
F˜ 11j F˜
12
j
F˜ 21j −F˜
11
j
)
and g˜j = g˜j−1 +
[F˜ 12j−1−F˜
21
j−1]θ
2 .
The linearized homological equation in ν − 1-th step is
(4.14) A˜−1ν−1Yν(·+ α)A˜ν−1 − Yν + F˜ν−1 ≡ [F˜
−
ν−1]θJ.
Let M = 11+i
(
1 −i
1 i
)
∈ U(2). Then F˜ν−1 can be uniquely rewritten as
F˜ν−1 =
(
F˜ 11ν−1 F˜
+
ν−1 + F˜
−
ν−1
F˜+ν−1 − F˜
−
ν−1 −F˜
11
ν−1
)
=M−1
(
iF˜−ν−1 w
1
ν−1
w2ν−1 −iF˜
−
ν−1
)
M,
where F˜±ν−1 =
1
2(F˜
12
ν−1 ± F˜
21
ν−1), w
1
ν−1 = F˜
11
ν−1 − iF˜
+
ν−1, w
2
ν−1 = F˜
11
ν−1 + iF˜
+
ν−1.
Similarly, we can rewrite
Yν =M
−1
(
iY −ν h
1
ν
h2ν −iY
−
ν
)
M,
where Y ±ν =
1
2 (Y
12
ν ± Y
21
ν ), h
1
ν = Y
11
ν − iY
+
ν , h
2
ν = Y
11
ν + iY
+
ν . Then the
homological equation (4.14) is equivalent to
Y −ν (·+ α)− Y
−
ν = −F˜
−
ν−1 + [F˜
−
ν−1]θ,(4.15)
e2i(2πρf+g˜ν−1)h1ν(·+ α)− h
1
ν = −w
1
ν−1,(4.16)
e−2i(2πρf+g˜ν−1)h2ν(·+ α)− h
2
ν = −w
2
ν−1.(4.17)
Since (α˜, α′) ∈WL(γ, τ, U˜ ), it is classical to solve (4.15) with
‖Y −ν ‖r˜ν ,s˜ν ≤
4(τ + d)!η˜ν−1
γστ+dν
< η˜
4/5
ν−1.
We will apply Proposition 4.1 to solve (4.16). First, we can check that
‖g˜ν−1‖r˜ν−1 ≤ ‖g˜0‖r˜0 +
ν−2∑
j=0
η˜j < 2ε
3/4
n−1 = η.
Moreover, for ν ≤ N , we have
Kν ≤ KN ≤
1
2πσN
ln
1
η˜N−1
+ 1 =
4 · 3N−1Q3n
πr0
ln
1
2εn−1
+ 1
<
2Q
2ncU
24
+3
n
r0
(
1
εn−1
)
1
12τ∗ <
(
γ′σN
32π · 2ε
3/4
n−1
) 1
τ ′
.
Then by the assumption ρf ∈ Dα(γ
′, τ ′), we can apply Proposition 4.1 to
(4.16), getting an approximate solution h1ν , with the error term P˜
1
ν , satisfying
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the estimations
(4.18)
‖h1ν‖r˜ν−1−σν ,s˜ν−1−δν ≤
C0(d)Kτ
′
ν η˜ν−1
γ′σdν
< η˜
4/5
ν−1,
‖P˜ 1ν ‖r˜ν ,s˜ν <
C1(d)Kdν η˜
2
ν−1
σd−1ν
< η˜
7/4
ν−1.
Denote
hιν(ϕ, θ) =
∑
k∈Z,l∈Zd−1
hˆιν,l(k)e
2πikϕ+2πi〈l,θ〉, ι = 1, 2.
If we let hˆ2ν,l(k) = hˆ
1
ν,−l(−k), then by the relation between w
1
ν−1 and w
2
ν−1,
as well as (4.16) and (4.17), we obtain that h2ν is an approximate solution
of (4.17), with the error term P˜ 2ν , satisfying the same estimates as in (4.18).
Moreover, it holds that h1ν+h
2
ν , i(h
1
ν−h
2
ν), P˜
1
ν + P˜
2
ν , i(P˜
1
ν − P˜
2
ν ) ∈ C
ω
r˜ν ,s˜ν
(T1×
Td−1,R). Then we have
A−1ν−1Yν(·+ α)Aν−1 − Yν + F˜ν−1
=
(
0 [F˜−ν−1]θ
−[F˜−ν−1]θ 0
)
+
(
1
2(P˜
1
ν + P˜
2
ν )
i
2(P˜
1
ν − P˜
2
ν )
i
2(P˜
1
ν − P˜
2
ν ) −
1
2(P˜
1
ν + P˜
2
ν )
)
=:
(
0 [F˜−ν−1]θ
−[F˜−ν−1]θ 0
)
+ P˜ν .
In conclusion, we obtain that Yν , P˜ν ∈ C
ω
r˜ν ,s˜ν
(T1 × Td−1, sl(2,R)), with
‖Yν‖r˜ν−1−σν ,s˜ν−1−δν < η˜
4/5
ν−1, ‖P˜ν‖r˜ν ,s˜ν < η˜
7/4
ν−1.
Let
A˜ν = A˜ν−1e
[F˜−ν−1]θJ , and Eν = A˜
−1
ν e
Yν(·+α)A˜ν−1e
Fν−1e−Yν .
Then by standard estimation (c.f. [19] for example), we have
‖Eν − id‖r˜ν ,s˜ν ≤ C(‖F˜ν−1‖
2 + ‖Yν‖
2 + ‖F˜ν−1‖ · ‖Yν‖+ ‖P˜ν‖)
≤ Cη˜
8/5
ν−1 ≪ 1.
Thus, by the implicit function theorem, there exists F˜ν ∈ C
ω
r˜ν ,s˜ν
(T1 ×
Td−1, sl(2,R)) such that Eν = e
F˜ν with ‖F˜ν‖r˜ν ,s˜ν ≤ ‖Eν − id‖r˜ν ,s˜ν < η˜
3/2
ν−1,
which completes the ν−th step.
To finish the proof, we need to give the estimate of F˜N . By the selection
of U , we have QUn ≥ lnQn+1. Therefore,
‖F˜N‖r˜N ,s˜N ≤ η˜
( 3
2
)N
0 = η˜0e
−(( 3
2
)N−1) ln 1
η˜0
≤ η˜0e
−Q
2n−1c1τ∗U ln(3/2)
n 2
ncτ∗U ln 2 <
η˜0
4Q2
n+1cτ∗U
n+1
= εn/2.
Furthermore, it is obvious that s˜N > sn, r˜N > rn. Let
y+ := yN , g˜+ := g˜N , F˜+ := F˜N .
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Then we get the system (4.13) with ‖g˜+ − g˜‖rn < 2η˜0. Now, we give the
estimate of the conjugation map Ψn := e
YN eYN−1 · · · eY1 , satisfying
‖Ψn − I‖rn,sn ≤
N∑
j=1
‖(eYj − I)eYj−1 · · · eY2eY1‖r˜j ,s˜j ≤
N∑
j=1
4‖Yj‖r˜j ,s˜j < ε
3/4
n−1.
Moreover, by Lemma 2.3, since Ψn is close to the identity, meaning that Ψn
is homotopic to the identity, we have the fibered rotation number of (4.13)
is same as (4.10) and also (4.9). 
As mentioned in Remark 4.1, the transformation evnJ may not be close to
the identity, which will be an obstruction on the convergence of the trans-
formations. Therefore, we will do one more operation, which guarantees the
convergence of the transformations.
Lemma 4.4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.3, the cocycle (4.13) can
be conjugate to
(4.19) (α, R
̺+
g+(ϕ)
2pi
eF+(ϕ,θ)) ∈ Frn,sn(4ε˜n, εn, γ
′, τ ′)
by the conjugation R
− vn(ϕ)
2pi
, where vn(ϕ) is the same as in Lemma 4.1.
Proof. By simple computations, we know that evn(ϕ)J conjugates the cocycle
(4.13) to (α, R
ρf+
g˜++TQn
g−gˆ(0)
2pi
evnJeF˜+e−vnJ). Let
g+(ϕ) = 2π(ρf − ̺) + g˜+ + TQng − gˆ(0), F+(ϕ, θ) = e
vnJ F˜+e
−vnJ .
Recalling that
vn(ϕ+ α˜)− vn(ϕ) = −TQng(ϕ) + gˆ(0),
we thus have
g+ − g = 2π(ρf − ̺) + g˜+ + TQng − gˆ(0) − g = g˜+ − g˜ +RQng + TQng − g,
which implies that ‖g˜−g‖rn ≤ 4εn−1 by Lemma 4.3. And Lemma 4.1 implies
‖F+‖rn,sn ≤ e
‖ℑvn‖rn‖F˜+‖rn,sne
‖ℑvn‖rn < εn.
Moreover, by the same reason of Lemma 4.1, the fibered rotation number of
(4.19) does not change.

Now we are on the position to prove Proposition 4.2.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Let Φn = e
vnJΨne
−vnJ . Combining Lemma 4.1,
4.3, and 4.4, we only need to estimate Φn − I:
‖Φn − I‖rn,sn = ‖e
vnJΨne
−vnJ − I‖rn,sn
= ‖e−vnJ(Ψn − I)e
vnJ‖rn,sn
≤ 2‖Ψn − I‖rn,sn < 2ε
3/4
n−1.

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4.3. Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let ε0 = ‖F‖r satisfy (4.5), where r0 =
s0 = r, and (Qn) is the selected sequence of α˜ in Lemma 2.1 with A = 4,
U˜ = U˜(α˜) and U := U˜ + 8. Define rn, sn, εn, ε˜n for n ≥ 1 as in (4.6). Let
ρf := ρ(α,R̺0e
F ), g0 := 2π(̺0 − ρf ) and F0 := F . By the assumption,
we have (α,Rρf+
g0
2pi
eF0) ∈ Fr0,s0(8ε0, ε0, γ
′, τ ′). Then by Lemma 4.3, there
exists Ψ1 ∈ C
ω
r1,s1(T
1 × Td−1, SL(2,R)) that conjugates (α,Rρf+
g0
2pi
eF0) to
(α,Rρf+
g1
2pi
eF1) which belongs to Fr1,s1(4ε˜1, ε1, γ
′, τ ′). Let Φ1 := Ψ1. Ap-
plying Proposition 4.2 inductively for n ≥ 2, then we obtain a sequence
of transformations {Φn}n≥2 such that Φn conjugates (4.7) into (4.8) with
̺ = ρf . Let
Φ(n) = ΦnΦn−1 · · ·Φ1.
Then by the estimates in Proposition 4.2, we get
‖Φ(n+1) − Φ(n)‖rn+1,sn+1 = ‖(Φn+1 − I)Φ
(n)‖rn+1,sn+1
≤ 2ε3/4n
n−1∏
j=1
(1 + 2ε
3/4
j ) < 4ε
3/4
n .
Then Φ(n) and gn converge to Φ, g∞ respectively in C
0 topology. Hence,
Φ conjugates (α,R̺0e
F ) to the cocycle (α, R
ρf+
g∞(ϕ)
2pi
). Now, we certificate
that Φ(·) is actually in C∞, that is {Φ(n)(·)}n∈N converges in C
∞ topology.
By the definition of {εn}n∈N, for any j ∈ N
d, there exists nj ∈ N such that
for any n ≥ nj, we have Q
−1
n < r0/2 and Q
4|j|
n < ε
−1/2
n−1 , which implies
(2r−10 Q
3
n)
|j|ε
3/4
n−1 < ε
1/4
n−1, ∀n ≥ nj.
Then for any j ∈ Nd, n ≥ nj, by Cauchy estimates, we have∣∣∣Dj(Φ(n+1) − Φ(n))∣∣∣ ≤ ‖Φ(n+1) − Φ(n)‖rn+1,sn+1
r
|j|
n+1
≤
(
2Q3n+1
r0
)|j|
·4ε3/4n < 4ε
1/4
n .
Hence, the limit Φ is in C∞, which also means g∞ ∈ C
∞(T1,R). 
5. Proof of Theorem 3.2
In this section, we also use KAM iterations to prove Theorem 3.2. Similar
as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, the key point in KAM theory is to solve the
linearized homological equation, which involves the small divisor problems.
Therefore, we first give some important small divisor lemmas in our proof,
then perform the KAM scheme, and finally verify the convergence of the
iterations.
5.1. Small divisor lemmas. Let α = (α˜, α′) ∈ T1 × T1. In the sequel, we
will fix some χ ≥ 5 and let (α˜, α′) ∈ Ω(χ). Assume that p˜nq˜n and
p′n
q′n
are the
continued fraction approximates to α˜ and α′ respectively.
The following two small divisor lemmas are important in our proof.
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Lemma 5.1. Let χ ≥ 5. If (α˜, α′) ∈ Ω(χ), then for 0 < |k| + |l| < q˜n
(n ≥ 1), we have
‖kα˜+ lα′‖R/Z ≥
1
2q′n
.
Proof. We first deal with the case kl = 0. If l = 0, then for 0 < |k| < q˜n, we
have
‖kα˜‖R/Z ≥
1
2q˜n
>
1
2q′n
.
If k = 0, then for 0 < |l| < q˜n < q
′
n, we have
‖lα′‖R/Z ≥
1
2q′n
.
Now we suppose kl 6= 0. Since q˜n ∧ q
′
n−1 = 1, q˜n ∧ p˜n = 1, |k| < q˜n, then
q˜n ∤ kp˜nq
′
n−1, which implies that
‖l
p′n−1
q′n−1
+ k
p˜n
q˜n
‖R/Z ≥
1
q′n−1q˜n
.
Moreover,
|l(α′ −
p′n−1
q′n−1
)| <
q˜n
q′n−1q
′
n
<
1
4q′n−1q˜n
,
|k(α˜ −
p˜n
q˜n
)| <
1
q˜n+1
<
1
4q′n−1q˜n
.
Therefore, we have
‖kα˜+ lα′‖R/Z ≥
1
2q′n−1q˜n
>
1
2q′n
.

One of the main observation for (α˜, α′) ∈ Ω(χ) is that if ̺ ∈ Dα(γ, τ) for
some γ > 0, τ > 2, then the small divisors ‖〈k, α〉±2̺‖R/Z have some uniform
lower bound for |k| not too large, which is the content of the following lemma:
Lemma 5.2. Let 0 < γ < 1, τ > 2, α = (α˜, α′) ∈ Ω(χ), and ̺ ∈ Dα(γ, τ).
Then for any k ∈ Z2, |k| ≤ q˜
1/2
n+1, we have
(5.1) ‖〈k, α〉 ± 2̺‖R/ Z ≥
cγτ+1
q′τ2n
,
where c is a constant only depending on τ .
Proof. Since ‖〈k, α〉 − 2̺‖R/Z = ‖〈−k, α〉 + 2̺‖R/Z, we only need to prove
‖〈k, α〉 + 2̺‖R/Z ≥
cγτ+1
q′τ2n
.
Let Ln =
12·(2q′n)
τ
γ . We divide the proof into two cases:
Case 1: q˜n+1 ≤ L
2
n. Then for |k| ≤ q˜
1/2
n+1 ≤ Ln, (5.1) follows directly from
the Diophantine condition that ̺ ∈ Dα(γ, τ).
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Case 2: q˜n+1 > L
2
n. Assume that
‖〈k, α〉 + 2̺‖R/Z = |〈k, α〉 + 2̺+ jk| < 1
for some jk ∈ Z. Then we have |jk| < 1 + |〈k, α〉| + 2|̺| ≤ 3 + |k|. Let
k′ = (jk, k) ∈ Z
3, ω = (1, α). Then
|k′| = |jk|+ |k| < 3 + 2|k| ≤ 3q˜
1/2
n+1 <
3q˜n+1
Ln
,
because q˜n+1 > L
2
n > 144 · q
′2τ
n . There exist l,m ∈ Z, k˜ ∈ Z
3, such that
k′ = l(−p˜n, q˜n, 0) +m(−p
′
n, 0, q
′
n) + (k˜1, k˜2, k˜3),
with |k˜2| < q˜n, |k˜3| < q
′
n, |l| ≤
3q˜n+1
Lnq˜n
, |m| ≤ 3q˜n+1Lnq′n
. Then,
‖〈k, α〉 + 2̺‖R/Z = |〈k
′, ω〉+ 2̺|
= |l(α˜q˜n − p˜n) +m(α
′q′n − p
′
n) + k˜1 + k˜2α˜+ k˜3α
′ + 2̺|.
Since |k˜2|+ |k˜3| < 2q
′
n, together with the fact that ̺ ∈ Dα(γ, τ), we get
‖〈k˜, ω〉+ 2̺‖R/Z = ‖k˜2α˜+ k˜3α
′ + 2̺‖R/Z ≥
γ
(|k˜2|+ |k˜3|+ 1)τ
≥
γ
(2q′n)
τ
.
Therefore, we have
‖〈k, α〉 + 2̺‖R/Z = |〈k˜, ω〉+ 2̺+ l(α˜q˜n − p˜n) +m(α
′q′n − p
′
n)|
≥ ‖k˜, ω〉+ 2̺‖R/Z − |l(α˜q˜n − p˜n)| − |m(α
′q′n − p
′
n)|
≥
γ
(2q′n)
τ
−
3q˜n+1
Lnq˜n
·
1
q˜n+1
−
3q˜n+1
Lnq′n
·
1
q′n+1
≥
γ
2(2q′n)
τ
.
This completes the proof. 
5.2. KAM scheme. For r, η, η˜, γ > 0, τ > 2, we let
F˜r(η, η˜, γ, τ) :={
(α, R̺+ g
2pi
eF ) : g ∈ Cωr (T
2,R), F ∈ Cωr (T
2, sl(2,R)),
ρ(α,R̺+ g
2pi
) ∈ Dα(γ, τ), and ‖g‖r ≤ η, ‖F‖r ≤ η˜
}
.
Without loss of generality, we assume r ≤ 1. For given χ ≥ 5, 0 < r0 :=
r ≤ 1, τ > 2, we let ℓ∗ ≥ 2 be the smallest real number such that for any
ℓ ≥ ℓ∗, we have
(5.2) 211ℓ16χτ
2
≤ eℓ
1/10
r0 .
Let γ > 0 be sufficiently small. Suppose ε0 is small enough such that
(5.3) ε0 < min{cγ
8(τ+1)
r
16
0 , ℓ
−16χτ2
∗ },
where c > 0 is a sufficiently small constant. Let n∗ ∈ N be the smallest
natural number such that for n > n∗
(5.4) 211q˜16χτ
2
n ≤ e
q˜
1
10
n r0 , and e−q˜
1
10
n r0 ≤ ε0.
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Let r¯0 = r0. Now we inductively define the sequences for n ≥ 1:
rn =
r0
2q′2n∗+n−1
, r¯n =
4r0
q′2n∗+n
,(5.5)
εn = εn−1e
−q˜
1
10
n∗+n
r0/2, ε˜n = 4
n−1∑
j=0
ε
3/4
j .
Then by induction, we have
(5.6) e−q˜
1
10
n∗+n+1
r0 ≤ εn.
Proposition 5.1 (Iterative Lemma). Let ε0, r0, γ > 0, τ > 2, χ ≥ 5 satisfy
(5.3), and α = (α˜, α′) ∈ Ω(χ). The following holds for n ≥ 1: If the cocycle
(5.7) (α, R̺+ gn
2pi
eFn) ∈ F˜rn(ε˜n, εn, γ, τ)
satisfies Rq˜n∗+ngn = 0, then there exists Φn ∈ C
ω
rn+1
(T2, SL(2,R)) with
‖Φn − I‖rn+1 < ε
1/3
n such that xn+1 = Φnxn conjugates the cocycle (5.7) to
the cocycle
(5.8) (α, R̺+ gn+1
2pi
eFn+1) ∈ F˜rn+1(ε˜n+1, εn+1, γ, τ)
with ‖gn+1 − gn‖rn+1 ≤ 4ε
3/4
n , ‖Fn+1‖rn+1 ≤ εn+1, and Rq˜n∗+n+1gn+1 = 0.
We divide the proof into three parts that corresponds to Lemma 5.3,
5.4 and 5.6, and we omit the subscript for convenience in case there is no
confusing.
Lemma 5.3. For n ≥ 1, if (α, R̺+ g
2pi
eF ) ∈ F˜rn(ε˜n, εn, γ, τ) with Rq˜n∗+ng =
0, then it can be conjugate to (α,Rρf e
F˜ ) ∈ F˜r¯n(0, 60εn, γ, τ), with ρf =
ρ(α,R̺+ g
2pi
eF ).
Proof. Let v be the solution of
(5.9) v(φ+ α)− v(φ) = −g(φ) + gˆ(0).
Then e−v(φ)J conjugates (α, R̺+ g
2pi
eF ) to
(5.10) (α, R
̺+
gˆ(0)
2pi
ee
−vJF (φ)evJ ).
Applying Lemma 4.2, we get
‖Iv‖r¯n ≤
Cq′6n∗+n−1ε
3/4
0
r20q
′
n∗+n
< ε
1/2
0 ≪ 1,
because ‖〈k, α〉‖R/Z ≥
1
2q′n∗+n
for 0 < |k| < q˜n∗+n by Lemma 5.1. Then we
have
‖e−vJFevJ‖r¯n ≤ ‖e
vJ‖r¯n‖F‖r¯n‖e
−vJ‖r¯n ≤ e
2‖Iv‖r¯n ‖F‖rn < 2εn.
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By Lemma 2.2, we have
(5.11) |̺+
gˆ(0)
2π
− ρf | ≤ ‖e
e−vJFevJ − I‖0 ≤ 2‖e
−vJFevJ‖0 < 4εn.
Let E = R
̺+ gˆ(0)
2pi
−ρf
ee
−vJFevJ . Then
‖E − I‖r¯n ≤ ‖e
(2π(̺−ρf )+gˆ(0))J − I‖+ ‖ee
−vJFevJ − I‖r¯n
≤ 4π|̺+
gˆ(0)
2π
− ρf |+ 2‖e
−vJFevJ‖r¯n < 60εn.
By the implicit function theorem, there exists F˜ ∈ Cωr¯n(T
2, sl(2,R)) such
that E = eF˜ with ‖F˜‖r¯n ≤ ‖E − I‖r¯n < 60εn. Moreover, since the conjuga-
tion map R v
2pi
is homotpoic to the identity, the fibered rotation number of
the new cocycle stays the same by Lemma 2.3. 
Denote by Bωr (T
2, sl(2,R)) the set of F ∈ Cω(T2, sl(2,R)) satisfying
|F |r :=
∑
k∈Z2
‖Fˆ (k)‖e2π|k|r <∞.
Then for any F ∈ Cωr (T
2, sl(2,R)), we have F ∈ Br+ for any 0 < r+ < r
with the estimate
|F |r+ ≤
36
min{1, (r − r+)2}
‖F‖r.
Now, for r > 0, A ∈ SL(2,R), η > 0, we decompose
Br = B
(nre)
r (η)⊕ B
(re)
r (η),
such that for any Y ∈ B
(nre)
r (η),
(5.12) A−1Y (·+ α)A− Y ∈ B
(nre)
r , |A
−1Y (·+ α)A− Y |r ≥ η|Y |r.
Lemma 5.4. For n ≥ 0, if (α, Rρf e
F˜ ) ∈ F˜r¯n(0, 60εn, γ, τ), then there exists
a map Ψ ∈ Cω
r¯n/2
(T2, SL(2,R)) with ‖Ψ − I‖r¯n/2 < 4ε
3/8
n , such that the
cocycle (α,Rρf e
F˜ ) can be conjugated to
(5.13) (α, R
ρf+
g¯(φ)
2pi
eF¯ (φ)) ∈ F˜r¯n/4(120εn, εn+1/2, γ, τ),
with Rq˜n∗+n+1 g¯ = 0, where ρf = ρ(α,Rρf e
F˜ ).
In order to prove Lemma 5.4, we will need the following lemma
Lemma 5.5 ([15], Lemma 3.1). Let ε ≤ (4‖A‖)−4 and η ≥ 13‖A‖2ε1/2.
Then for any F ∈ Br with |F |r ≤ ε, there exist Y ∈ Br, F
(re) ∈ B
(re)
r (η) such
that
eY (·+α)AeF e−Y = AeF
(re)
,
with |Y |r ≤ ε
1/2 and |F (re)|r ≤ 2ε.
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Proof. (Proof of Lemma 5.4).
For n = 0 we have |F˜ |¯r0/2 ≤ Cr
−2
0 ε0 < ε
3/4
0 , and for n ≥ 1,
|F˜ |¯rn/2 ≤ Cr
−2
0 q˜
4χ
n∗+nεn ≤ ε
3/4
n
by (5.4). Denote ǫn := ε
3/4
n . Assume Λ is a subset of Z2 with Λ = −Λ such
that
k ∈ Λ⇒ ‖〈k, α〉 ± 2ρf‖R/Z ≥ 13ǫ
1/2
n .
Define B1
r¯n/2
as the space of all F ∈ Br¯n/2 of the form
F (φ) =
∑
k∈Λ
M−1
(
0 Fˆ 11(k)− iFˆ+(k)
Fˆ 11(k) + iFˆ+(k) 0
)
Me2πi〈k,φ〉
and B2
r¯n/2
as the space of all F ∈ Br¯n/2 of the form
F (φ) =
∑
k∈Z2
M−1
(
iFˆ−(k) 0
0 −iFˆ−(k)
)
Me2πi〈k,φ〉(5.14)
+
∑
k∈Z2\Λ
M−1
(
0 Fˆ 11(k)− iFˆ+(k)
Fˆ 11(k) + iFˆ+(k) 0
)
Me2πi〈k,φ〉,
where M = 11+i
(
1 −i
1 i
)
and Fˆ±(k) = 12 (Fˆ
12(k)± Fˆ 21(k)). It is obvious
that Br¯n/2 = B
1
r¯n/2
⊕ B2
r¯n/2
. Now, we denote A = Rρf . One can check that
for Y ∈ B1
r¯n/2
,
|A−1Y (·+ α)A− Y |¯rn/2 ≥ 13ǫ
1/2
n |Y |¯rn/2,
and thus B1
r¯n/2
⊆ B
(nre)
r¯n/2
(13ǫ
1/2
n ). Then, we can apply Lemma 5.5, getting
some Y˜ ∈ Br¯n and F˜
(re) in the form (5.14) such that eY˜ conjugates (α, AeF˜ )
to (α, AeF˜
(re)
) with ‖Y˜ ‖r¯n/2 ≤ ǫ
1/2
n and ‖F˜ (re)‖r¯n/2 ≤ 2ǫn. Moreover, since
ρf ∈ Dα(γ, τ), then for any |k| ≤ q˜
1/2
n∗+n+1
by Lemma 5.2, we have
‖〈k, α〉 ± 2ρf‖R/Z ≥
cγτ+1
q′τ
2
n∗+n
> 13ǫ1/2n .
The last inequality obviously holds because of (5.3), (5.4) and the selection
of ℓ∗. It implies that Λ
c ⊆ {k ∈ Z2 | |k| > q˜
1/2
n∗+n+1
}. We now let
g¯(φ) = −
∑
|k|<q˜n∗+n+1
ˆ˜F (re)−(k)e2πi〈k,φ〉, and E = eg¯JeF˜
(re)
= R− g¯
2pi
eF˜
(re)
.
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Then we have T
q
1/2
n∗+n+1
(F˜ (re) + g¯J) = 0, which implies
‖F˜ (re) + g¯J‖r¯n/4 ≤ Cq˜n∗+n+1e
−q˜
1/2
n∗+n+1
r¯n/4‖F˜ (re) + g¯J‖r¯n
<
εne
−q˜
1/2
n∗+n+1
r¯n/8
4
≤ εn+1/4
by (5.4) and (5.6). Then,
‖E − I‖ r¯n
4
= ‖eg¯Je−g¯J+F˜
(re)+g¯J − eg¯Je−g¯J‖ r¯n
4
≤ ‖eg¯J‖ r¯n
4
· ‖e−g¯J+F˜
(re)+g¯J − e−g¯J‖ r¯n
4
≤ e
2‖g¯J‖ r¯n
4 e
‖F˜ (re)+g¯J‖ r¯n
4 ‖F˜ (re) + g¯J‖ r¯n
4
≤ 2‖F˜ (re) + g¯J‖r¯n/4 ≤ εn+1/2.
By the implicit function theorem, there exists F¯ ∈ Cω
r¯n/2
(T2, sl(2,R)) such
that E = eF¯ with ‖F¯‖r¯n/4 ≤ ‖E − I‖r¯n/4 ≤ εn+1/2.
Let Ψ = eY˜ . Then ‖Ψ− I‖r¯n/2 ≤ 2‖Y˜ ‖r¯n/2 ≤ 2ε
3/8
n , and Ψ conjugates the
cocycle (α,Rρf e
F˜ ) to (α,R
ρf+
g¯(φ)
2pi
eF¯ (φ)), with ‖g¯‖r¯n/4 ≤ 120εn.
To that end, since Ψ is close to the identity and thus homotopic to the
identity, Lemma 2.3 implies that the fibered rotation number of the new
cocycle is the same as the original one. 
Lemma 5.6. Under the assumptions of Lemma 5.4, the cocycle (α,Rρf+ g¯2pi
eF¯ )
can be conjugated to (α,R̺+ g+
2pi
eF+) ∈ F˜rn+1(ε˜n+1, εn+1, γ, τ).
Proof. With the conjugation ev(φ)J , where v is the same as in Lemma 5.3,
we get the cocycle (α,R
ρf+
g¯+g−gˆ(0)
2pi
evJeF¯ e−vJ ). Then similar to the proof in
Lemma 5.3, we let
g+ = 2π(ρf − ̺) + g¯ + g − gˆ(0), and F+ = e
vJ F¯ e−vJ .
By Lemma 4.2, Lemma 5.4 and estimation (5.11), we get
‖g+ − g‖rn+1 ≤ 2π|̺+
gˆ(0)
2π
− ρf |+ ‖g¯‖rn+1 < ε
3/4
n ,
‖F+‖rn+1 ≤ ‖e
vJ‖2rn+1 · ‖F¯‖rn+1 < εn+1.
Moreover, the fibered rotation number does not change because the conju-
gation map evJ is homotopic to the identity. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1: Let Φn = e
v(φ)JΨe−v(φ)J , where v is defined as
in (5.9) and Ψ is the map in Lemma 5.4. Then combining Lemma 5.3, 5.4,
5.6, the cocyle (5.7) is conjugate to (5.8) via the conjugation Φn. Moreover,
‖Φ− I‖rn+1 = ‖e
vJ (Ψ− I)e−vJ‖rn+1 ≤ 2‖Ψ− I‖r¯n/2 ≤ 8ε
3/8
n < ε
1/3
n .
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5.3. Proof of Theorem 3.2. Denote ρf := ρ(α,R̺0e
F ). Since |ρf − ̺0| ≤
2‖F‖0 by Lemma 2.2, the cocycle (α,R̺0e
F ) can be rewritten as (α,Rρf e
F˜ )
for some F˜ ∈ Cωr (T
2, sl(2,R)) with ‖F˜‖r ≤ 30‖F‖r. Let r¯0 := r, g0(φ) :=
0, F0(φ) := F˜ (φ), ε˜0 = 0, and ε0 = ‖F0‖r0 satisfy (5.3). Define rn, r¯n, εn, ε˜n
as in (5.5). By the assumption, cocycle (α,Rρf e
F0) ∈ F˜r0(0, ε0, γ, τ) and
applying Lemma 5.4 we get the cocycle (α,R
ρf+
g¯0
2pi
eF¯0) ∈ F˜r1(ε˜1, ε1, γ, τ)
by conjugation map Ψ0. Let g1 := g¯0, F1 := F¯0,Φ0 := Ψ0. Then the
iterative lemma Proposition 5.1 applies. Inductively, we obtain the sequence
of transformations {Φn}n≥0 with ‖Φn − I‖rn+1 < ε
1/3
n that transforms (5.7)
to (5.8).
Let
Φ(n) = Φn−1 · · ·Φ0, Φ = lim
n→∞
Φ(n), g∞ = lim
n→∞
gn(φ).
Then under the transformation x∞ = Φx, we get the system (α,R̺+ g∞
2pi
).
Moreover, we can verify that Φ is C∞ in φ: First, by standard computation
we get the estimate
‖Φ(n+1) − Φ(n)‖rn+1 < 2ε
1/3
n .
Furthermore, by the selection of (α, α˜), for any j ∈ Z2+ there exists nj ∈ N
such that for any n ≥ nj, we have
(
32
r0
q˜2χn∗+n
)|j|
< e
q˜
1/10
n∗+n
r0
16 < ε
−1/8
n . Then
for all j ∈ Z2+, n ≥ nj, by Cauchy estimates we get∣∣∣Dj(Φ(n+1) − Φ(n))∣∣∣ ≤ ‖Φ(n+1) − Φ(n)‖rn+1
r
|j|
n+1
< 2ε1/3n ·
(
32
r0
q˜2χn∗+n
)|j|
< ε1/6n .
Therefore, Φ is C∞ in φ and hence g∞ ∈ C
∞(T2,R).

6. Appendix: Proof of Proposition 4.1
We solve the approximate equation of (4.1)
(6.1) e4πi̺h(· + α)− h+ TK(g˜(ϕ)h(· + α)) = −TKf.
Let
f(ϕ, θ) =
∑
l
fl(ϕ)e
2πi〈l,θ〉, fl(ϕ) =
∑
k
fˆl(k)e
2πikϕ,
h(ϕ, θ) =
∑
|l|<K
hl(ϕ)e
2πi〈l,θ〉, hl(ϕ) =
∑
|k|<K−|l|
hˆl(k)e
2πikϕ.
The approximate equation (6.1) is equivalent to (for |l| < K)
e2πi(〈l,α
′〉+2̺)hl(ϕ+ α˜)− hl(ϕ)(6.2)
+e2πi〈l,α
′〉TK−|l| (g˜(ϕ)hl(ϕ+ α˜)) = −TK−|l|fl(ϕ).
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For any fixed l, equation (6.2) can be viewed as a matrix equation
(Dl +Gl)hl = −f l,
where
hl = (hˆl(k))
T
|k|<K−|l|, f l = (fˆl(k))
T
|k|<K−|l|,
and
Dl = diag
(
e2πi(〈l,α
′〉+2̺+kα˜) − 1 : |k| < K − |l|
)
,
Gl =
(
e2πi(〈l,α
′〉+qα˜)ˆ˜g(p − q)
)
|p|,|q|<K−|l|
.
If we denote
Ωl,r′ = diag(· · · , e
2π|k|r′ , · · · )|k|<K−|l|
for any r′ ≤ r, then
Ωl,r′(Dl +Gl)Ω
−1
l,r′Ωl,r′hl = −Ωl,r′f l.
Rewrite it as
(Dl + G˜l,r′)h˜l,r′ = −f˜l,r′,(6.3)
where
G˜l,r′ = Ωl,r′GlΩ
−1
l,r′, h˜l,r′ = Ωl,r′hl, f˜l,r′ = Ωl,r′f l,
with the estimation
‖G˜l,r′‖ ≤
4‖g˜‖r
1− e−2π(r−r′)
≤
16π‖g‖r
1− e−2π(r−r′)
,(6.4)
where the matrix norm is the 1-norm of a matrix. Moreover, one can check
easily that
‖h˜l,r′‖ =
∑
|k|<K−|l|
|hˆl(k)|e
2π|k|r′ .(6.5)
As ̺ ∈ Dα(γ
′, τ ′), then for any |k| + |l| < K we have ‖D−1l ‖ ≤
Kτ
′
γ′ and
hence
‖D−1l G˜l,r−σ‖ ≤
16πKτ
′
η
γ′σ
<
1
2
(6.6)
by (4.4) for σ ≤ 14 . Thus, there is
‖(I +D−1l G˜l,r−σ)
−1‖ < 2.
Then by (6.3), h˜l,r−σ can be expressed as:
h˜l,r−σ = −(I +D
−1
l G˜l,r−σ)
−1D−1l f˜l,r−σ.
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Let δ ≥ σ. We furthermore use (6.5) to obtain the estimation
‖h(ϕ, θ)‖r−σ,s−δ
≤
∑
|k|+|l|<K
|hˆl(k)|e
2π|k|(r−σ)e2π|l|(s−δ)
≤
∑
|l|<K
‖h˜l,r−σ‖e
2π|l|(s−δ)
≤
∑
|l|<K
‖(I +D−1l G˜l,r−σ)
−1‖ · ‖D−1l ‖ · ‖f˜l,r−σ‖e
2π|l|(s−δ)
≤
2Kτ
′
γ′
∑
|l|<K
∑
|k|<K−|l|
‖f‖r,se
−2π|k|σe−2π|l|δ
≤
C0(d)K
τ ′ η˜
γ′σd
.
Moreover, we can get the control of the error term:
‖P˜‖r−2σ,s−2δ ≤ ‖RKf‖r−2σ,s−2δ + ‖RK(g˜(ϕ)h(· + α))‖r−2σ,s−2δ
≤ C(d)Kde−2πKσ (‖f‖r,s + ‖g˜‖r · ‖h‖r−σ,s−δ)
≤ C1(d)K
dη˜2
(
1 +
Kτ
′
γ′σd
η
)
.
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